
Apply Henry  
Blueskin VP 100 or  
Weathersmart weather
resistive barrier around
windows and surrounding
wall for maximum  
moisture control. 

Weather Resistive Barrier (Blueskin VP 100, WeatherSmart, WeatherSmart Drainable, WeatherSmart Commercial)

Flashing  (FortiFlash, FortiFlash Butyl, FortiFlex Butyl, Blueskin Butyl Flash or Air-Bloc LF) 
• FortiFlash asphalt requires prime for use on VP100

Sealant (Moistop Sealant)

•  HENRY MOISTOP SEALANT is required behind nailing fins on jambs and head for 1-2-3 Moisture Control Warranty.
Moistop Sealant is required because all major window manufacturers call for a sealant behind nailing fins.
Henry has developed a sealant that offers great adhesion and elongation to accommodate for the expansion
and contraction of all the different components that go into windows.

•  HENRY MOISTOP SEALANT can also be used to bond the flashing tape to the frame of the window unit itself; this detail
may be required as per the installation guidelines depending on the window manufacturer and the window series

•  henry blueskin BUTYLor Henry Fortiflash Butyl should be used to create a sill pan prior to window installation.
Then used to tape the flanges on flanged windows as well. It is best practice to use Henry Blueskin Butyl when
Blueskin VP100 is the WRB.

•  Henry 212 Crystal Clear Sealant is used ONLY to terminate the reverse lap if created at the head of a window
or on the wall with VP100.

3 Henry® Window Install Product Recommendations: What, Where, and Why

*  Note:  The Henry® 15-Year, Henry® 1-2-3 Moisture Control System Warranty must include one of each of the following three items:
Weather Resistive Barrier, Flashing, and Sealant.

3 - Easy Steps to Complete Moisture Protection for Windows
A one-stop compatible weather-resistive barrier system backed by an industry-leading 15-year warranty*
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Recommended Installation StePS

Apply WRB below  
window frame. Create a  
sill pan using Henry 
Blueskin butyl tape on 
bottom of frame.
Extend tape 6" up sides
and over WRB.

Apply Moistop  
Sealant to back of window 
fins and install window into 
opening. Cover side window 
flanges with Henry butyl tape.
Extend tape past top
and bottom flanges.

Cover top  
window header
flange with Henry butyl tape.
Note: Moistop sealant can be 
used to bridge flashing tape on 
nailing fin and the window unit 
as per window manufacturer’s
recommendations.
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